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JURY REPORT  

EUROPEAN AWARD BEST PRACTICES TEXTILE CLEANING 2014 

The European Best Practices Textile Cleaning 2014 awards provide a perfect reference case, 

showcasing the latest standards of excellence in advanced and professional drycleaning services. The 

event functions as a platform to highlight the best practices in professional textile cleaning and 

demonstrates the industry’s focus on a high standard of quality, new business models, innovation and 

sustainability. Professional textile care organizations in Europe were invited to submit nominees. 

Businesses were evaluated by an independent jury—representatives of trade magazines and 

experts—on (1) quality, (2) sustainability, (3) business model & service concept, (4) innovation and (5) 

key-notes. 25 ‘Nomination Award of Excellence’ certificates were presented, and 3 prizes were 

awarded out of the top 7 nominees. 

Best Overall Performance  

The award for Overall Best Performance is won by ‘Topcleaning Harderwijk’, a Dutch dry cleaner. This 

entrepreneurial company received the award because of their service to consumers with 

extraordinary marketing materials and their ability to develop new markets and business areas. They 

are also highly specialized in the fire restoration business—serving fire fighters and victims on a 

national level (instead of regional). 

Innovation  

The Innovation award was received by ‘Goldstück Textilpflege’ located in Germany. The owner of this 

magnificent company is very successful in presenting their high quality service level and 

demonstrating their professionalism in textile care up till each detail. Especially their business model 

for serving hotels was evaluated as most impressive and innovative.  

Best Practices in Sustainable Processing  

This award was presented to the Italian company Lavariva based in Milan. They received the 

sustainability award because of their excellent performance in best practices. It is impressive to see a 

company being successful in all aspects of dry cleaning, especially their mind-set towards 

incorporating corporate social responsibility into the business in challenging market circumstances.  

Jury Procedure 

After September 15 (the closing date for submissions) judges independently reviewed the nominees’ 

reply-forms and supportive information. Based on these materials the jury made an evaluation upon 

the criteria Quality, Sustainability, Business model & Service concept, Innovation, Key-note. On 

October 2 the jury discussed the nominations. The winners of the awards were determined by a 

thorough elaboration of facts and examinations, as well as hearty discussions. 
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The jury 

An independent jury of internationally recognized associates of trade organizations and experts 

decided on the winners of the European Award Best Practice Professional Textile Cleaning 2014. The 

Jury Committee was overseen by Geert Bottger (WRP), President of the Jury Committee, and further 

included Giuseppe Pennino (Sotta la Lente), Gabriella Deme (TTE), Shirley Naylor (National 

Drycleaner and Launderer), Goran Popovic (POPS), Tina Gleed (LCT), Leonid Bertsev (Russian 

Association for Drycleaners and Launderers), Ton Burg (Textielbeheer), Léon Wennekes (CINET), 

Gonzalo Amorós (Mundo T&L). 

 


